PROPOSED SIDE ELEVATION - COMMUNITY BUILDING

PROPOSED FRONT ELEVATION - COMMUNITY BUILDING
THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ABOVE HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR THE FAMILY POPULATION OF THIS PROPERTY. THE ITEMS SELECTED ENCOURAGE PLAY WHILE ALSO PROVIDING EXERCISE FOR THE USER. THE EXISTING BASKETBALL HALF COURT WILL BE REFURBISHED WITH A NEW HOOP. THE AREA WHERE THE EQUIPMENT IS LOCATED IS AN EXTENSION OF THE EXISTING PLAYGROUND AREA, CREATING MORE SPACE FOR ACTIVITY IN A NEWLY ENCLOSED AREA FOR THE SAFETY OF THE CHILDREN. THERE ARE BENCHES LOCATED IN AND OUTSIDE OF THE SPACE. THERE ARE ALSO RAISED GARDEN BEDS WHICH CAN BE USED BY BOTH THE ADULTS AND CHILDREN, A FURTHER PROMOTION OF HEALTHY WELL BEING ALONG WITH THE NEW EQUIPMENT. THE EXISTING LOCATION IS ALSO VISIBLE FROM MOST LOCATIONS ON THE SITE, ENCOURAGING ACTIVITY ON THE PROPERTY.
FLOOR PLAN - TWO BEDROOM UNITS

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
PROPOSED FRONT ELEVATION - BUILDINGS #5 & 6

- Replace aluminum wrap of fascia, typ.
- Remove gable loyer & patch sheathing.
- Replace horizontal vinyl siding, 0.042 min. thickness
- Clean any dirt streaking from fascia joints on brick, typical
- Laundry room bldgs, #5 only
- Existing exterior storage sheds to be removed, new decorative vinyl fence to be installed
- Insulated packaged entry door to remain
- Replace bldgs, signage, stair - new treads & risers, new guard rail & handrail
- Existing windows to remain (2-4 years old), provide new aluminum wrap on trim
- New 50 yr. dimensional asphalt shingles, replace ridge vent
- Report (6) bottom courses of brick veneer & seal, typ, all buildings

Scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"